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OECD WORKSHOP ON REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS AND ENVIRONMENT 
TOKYO 19-20 JUNE 2007 

SPEAKERS’ AND CHAIRS’ BIOGRAPHIES 

Mr. Dale Andrew is Head of the Trade Policy Linkages and Services Division of the Trade and 
Agriculture Directorate at OECD.  He has been actively involved in the OECD work on trade and 
environment since 1995 and has contributed several papers analysing trade in environmental goods and 
environmental services.  Recent OECD analyses on regionalism, currently an important aspect of OECD 
work on the trading system, cover work on competition, investment and the interaction of services and 
investment provisions as well as more traditional trade policy aspects such as non-tariff barriers and 
agricultural tariffs. 

Mr. Paolo Caridi  is First Secretary at the Trade section of the Delegation of the European 
Commission to Japan His main responsibilities are coordinator of environmental issues for the Delegation 
and market access and regulatory issues in the fields of agriculture/SPS, fisheries, transport, 
pharmaceuticals, and Information and Communication Technology. From 1999 to 2002 he worked in the 
Directorate for Trade where, after a period in the trade defence service he was in charge of bilateral trade 
relations with some Mediterranean and middle-Eastern countries (Egypt, Iran, Syria). 

Mr. Pramod Dev M is a Policy Analyst at Centre for International Trade, Economics & Environment 
(CUTS CITEE) of CUTS International, India. At CUTS CITEE, he is engaged in research related to trade 
and environment and trade and development issues. He has been working on trade and environmental 
issues for the past seven years. He has worked with different national and international organisations and 
conducted field research in few countries of Asia-pacific region. He has conducted studies on the impact of 
regional and preferential trade agreements on Indian textiles and clothing sector; and presently researching 
on India’s role in the success of South Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA), partnering functionaries of the 
Ministry of Commerce, India. 
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Ms. Laksmi Dhewanthi is acting Assistant Deputy Minister for Incentive and Environment Funds at 
Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Indonesia.  Her current responsibilities include the 
development of incentive systems, economic instruments, including alternative funds for environmental 
management programs, and assessment of environment-trade related issues.  Prior to her current position, 
she has been appointed to be a head of various units within the Ministry and has been in charge of 
environmental policies and programs in various fields, among others environmental impact assessment, 
cleaner technology, environmental standardization, etc.   

Mr. Mark Elder is a Senior Policy Researcher at the Institute of Global Environmental Strategies 
(IGES) in Japan.  He is the manager of a project on economic integration, trade, and strategies for 
sustainable development, and another project on biofuels, which will also include an analysis of the trade-
related aspects of biofuels.  Before joining IGES, Dr. Elder was Assistant Professor of Political Economy 
and International Relations at Michigan State University.  In 2005-6, Dr. Elder was a Japan Foundation 
Fellow and Visiting Researcher at the Institute of Social Science, University of Tokyo.   

 Mr. Brendan Gillespie is Head of the Environment and Globalisation Division in OECD’s 
Environment Directorate. In this capacity he is responsible for environmental policy issues in relation to 
trade, investment, innovation and development. He is also responsible for relations with non-member 
partner countries, notably Brazil, Russia, India, Indonesia and China, and recently took part in OECD’s 
Environmental Performance Review of China.  He oversees a programme of cooperation with countries in 
the former Soviet Union that focuses on water supply and sanitation, finance and environmental 
governance reform. 

Ms. Merinda-Lee Hassall has been an Adviser with the International team at the Ministry for the 
Environment of New Zealand since 2005.  She has responsibility for leading and developing an 
implementation programme including environment cooperation and capacity building projects under the 
Environment Arrangement associated with the New Zealand Thailand Closer Economic Partnership.  Other 
areas of her work experience include developing strategic policy decisions and negotiating environmental 
provisions for New Zealand's future trade agreements. 

Mr. Kiichiro Hayashi has been associate professor of the Eco Topia Science Institute of Nagoya 
University in 2006.  Previously, he has worked for a private research institute supporting the work of the 
Ministry of the Environment of Japan on trade and environmental issues and environmental impact 
assessment for free trade agreements.   

Mr. Hu Tao is Academic Director of the Policy Research Center of SEPA (State Environmental 
Protection Administration) of China. He also serves as Chief Expert of SEPA's WTO Trade and 
Environment Negotiation expert team. He is involved in the WTO trade and environment negotiations and 
in the China - Australia FTA and China - New Zealand FTA negotiation. He is currently visiting professor 
at the University of Oregon 

Ms. Kerryn Lang is an Adviser with the International team at the New Zealand Ministry for the 
Environment. Since 2005 she has been responsible for establishing an implementation programme for New 
Zealand under the Environment Cooperation Agreement signed with Chile, Singapore and Brunei as part 
of the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership. In particular, her focus is on developing cooperative 
activities and information exchanges on environmental issues.  She is also part of the team negotiating the 
Malaysia - New Zealand free trade agreement. 
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Mr. Julius Langendorff is Deputy Head of the Unit "Environmental Agreements and Trade" in the 
European Commission's Directorate-General for Environment. He works on a wide range of trade & 
environment issues, including multilateral negotiations (e.g. environmental goods in the DDA), regional 
and bilateral Free Trade Agreements, trade-related sustainability impact assessments and export credits. 
Since mid 2006, he has been co-chair of the OECD's Joint Working Party on Trade and Environment. Prior 
to joining the Environment Directorate General, he worked in the Commission's Industry and Enterprise 
Department, also on environmental policy. 

Ms. Li Yihong is Director of the APEC & FTA Division, Department of International Trade and 
Economic Affairs, Ministry of Commerce, China. She is currently involved in the China-New Zealand 
FTA, China-Asean FTA, and China-Singapore FTA negotiations. She also played a key role in the 
feasibility studies on the above FTAs and China-Australia FTA as well. She is China’s Representative to 
the APEC Committee on Trade and Investment. She has been working on APEC trade and investment 
issues for 10 years and was directly involved in the APEC discussions on the APEC compilation list of 
environment goods in the last decade. From 2002-2003, during her tenure in China’s Mission to the WTO, 
she occasionally participated in the trade and environment discussions.  

Mr. Brett Longley is a Senior Operator, International, at the New Zealand Ministry for the 
Environment. His experience there includes work on strategic policy issues  including the New Zealand 
Sustainable Development Programme of Action, trade and environment issues in the WTO and bilateral 
trade agreements, environmental tax reform, national environmental accounts, sustainability indicators, 
health and environment, tourism and environment, valuing New Zealand's 'clean, green' image, and climate 
change. In 2006 he took up his current role in the International team, with responsibility for negotiating 
environment cooperation arrangements in free trade agreements, and overseeing coordination between the 
Ministry and key international environmental organisations including OECD, UNEP, UNCSD, and the 
secretariats of multilateral environmental agreements. 

Mr. Hideki Minamikawa is Director-General, Global Environment Bureau, Ministry of the 
Environment (MOE). In 1974 he joined the Environment Agency (currently, MOE). He has held posts of 
Director-General, Environmental Heath Department, Director-General, Waste Management and Recycling 
Department, and Director-General, Nature Conservation Bureau in MOE. He was seconded to the 
Environment Directorate of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development in 1976 -1977. 

Ms. Kusum Mishra is Deputy Economic Adviser at the Ministry of Environment and Forests of 
India and belongs to the Indian Economic Service.  She is currently engaged in work related to policy 
issues for the protection of environment and ecology including budgetary components for different sectors 
of the Ministry. Prior to joining the Environment Ministry she worked in the Indian Planning Commission.  

Mr.  Yasujiro Miyake is Deputy Director, Multilateral Trade System Department at the Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) of Japan. He is currently in charge of environmental issues under 
FTAs/EPAs (Economic Partnership Agreements) in addition to investment rules negotiations with Korea & 
China, India, Switzerland and ASEAN. He was responsible for NTB (non-tariff barrier) negotiations at the 
WTO Doha round, in close cooperation with environmental goods negotiations.  
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Dr. Monthip Sriratana Tabucanon is currently Director General of the Department of 
Environmental Quality Promotion, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of Thailand.  She 
previously held key positions at the Ministry as Deputy Permanent Secretary, Inspector General, and 
Director General of the Pollution Control Department, among others.  She was leader of several 
environmental cooperation and capacity building projects in Thailand including the establishments of the 
Environmental Research and Training Center, which was a Thailand-Japan bilateral project, and of the 
Asia-Europe Environmental Technology Center, which was an Asia-Europe multilateral project.  She 
serves on the Boards of several international organizations including as Regional Counsellor for South and 
East Asia of the World Conservation Union - IUCN. 

Prof. Adil Najam teaches international negotiation and diplomacy at the Fletcher School of Law and 
Diplomacy (Tufts University, USA).  He has published widely in the leading journals of these fields and 
his recent books include ‘Envisioning a Sustainable Development Agenda for Trade and Environment’ 
(2007), ‘Trade and Environment: A Resource Book’ (2007), ‘Portrait of a Giving Community: 
Philanthropy by the Pakistani-American Diaspora’ (2006), ‘Global Environmental Governance’ (2006). He 
serves on the Boards of the Pakistan Institute for Environment-Development Action Research (PIEDAR), 
the Centre for Global Studies at the University of Victoria, and the Pardee Center for the Study of the 
Longer Range Future and is a Visiting Fellow at the Sustainable Development Policy Institute, Pakistan.   
He was, most recently, a Convening Lead Author for the latest Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).  

Mr. Ely A.R. Ouano is Assistant Secretary for Foreign Assisted Projects and concurrent Director of 
the Environment Management Bureau in the Philippines. The environment management bureau is the main 
government agency involved in the development of environmental policy and enforcement of 
environmental standards. As a policy making body, the bureau is the main focal point for most of the 
multilateral environmental agreement that the Philippines has ratified and its consulted on the 
environmental implications by other government agencies including trade. Prior to joining the government 
he was the Principal Environment Specialist at the Asian Development Bank where he was involved in 
environmental policy dialogues with the developing member countries of the Bank. 

Ms. Nina Roer is currently Head of Section, responsible for trade, investments and international 
environmental law in the Ministry of Environment of Norway. This section deals with issues related to 
trade, investments and environment (OECD, WTO, EFTA trade agreements, EU internal market) and 
general issues in MEAs such as financing (the Global Environmental Facility) and international 
environmental law, as well as the international work related to production and consumption and corporate 
responsibility. She has previously worked as senior adviser with responsibility for trade and environment 
in WTO and OECD and in bilateral environmental cooperation with Eastern Europe. 

 Ms. Edda Rossi is Head of the Trade and Sustainable Development Unit in the General Directorate 
for International Economic Relations, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Chile.  She is involved in numerous 
RTA and environment related activities, including: focal point of the Round Table on Trade and 
Environment under the Chile-Canada Agreement on Environmental Cooperation; Member of the Chilean 
negotiation team with the U.S.A; focal point for the implementation of the Environment chapter of the 
Chile-U.S. Free Trade Agreement; member of the Chilean tem for negotiations with Brunei Darussalam, 
New Zealand and Singapore (P4), and with Panama, Colombia, Ecuador and Japan. She was also a 
Member of the negotiation team for the Free Trade Area of the Americas.  
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Ms. Salome Steib is a Senior Policy Advisor on Trade and Environment of the State Secretariat for 
Economic Affairs (SECO) of Switzerland. She works in numerous trade and environment related activities 
and is responsible for the environment negotiations in the World Trade Organization (WTO). In addition, 
her current mix of responsibilities includes some WTO accession negotiations as well as budgetary 
questions of the WTO. Most recently, she worked in the cabinet of Federal Councillor Leuthard, Minister 
of Trade of Switzerland, where she organized the Informal Ministerial Gathering of WTO Ministers at the 
margin of the World Economic Forum (WEF). Since mid 2006, she has been co-chair of the OECD's Joint 
Working Party on Trade and Environment. Prior to joining SECO, she worked at the Board of Directors of 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) in London.  

Mr. Mahesh Sugathan works as Programme Coordinator for Economics and Trade Policy Analysis 
at the International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD), a non-governmental 
organization based in Geneva, Switzerland. He has worked on and written about diverse issues relevant to 
WTO negotiations such as trade and environment, agriculture and special and differential treatment. He is 
presently engaged in projects on environmental goods and services (EGS) and trade and energy and has 
also coordinated regional research and dialogue on EGS in South America and Asia. Mr. Sugathan is a 
regular contributor to the ICTSD Bridges publications on WTO negotiations on trade and environment as 
well as trade-facilitation. 

Ms. Cristina Tébar Less is Programme Manager for trade and environment at the OECD 
Environment Directorate. She provides support to the OECD Joint Working Party on Trade and 
Environment and has managed various projects on trade, investment and environment. Most recently, she 
has managed and co-ordinated the OECD project on environment and regional trade agreements.       

Ms. Tran Thi Thu Hang is Deputy Director General, Multilateral Trade Policy Department 
(MUTRAP), Ministry of Trade of Vietnam. Ms. Hang started her civil service in the Multilateral Trade 
Policy Department, Ministry of Trade. Her work covers Vietnam’s economic policies with ASEAN, 
ASEM, APEC and the WTO. She has the position of Deputy Director General of the Department and 
Director of MUTRAP project since January 2003.  

Mr. Mitsutsune Yamaguchi is Visiting Professor at the Research Center for Advanced Science and 
Technology (RCAST), University of Tokyo. He served as the Chairman of the Ministry of the 
Environment's study group on "Environment and Economic Partnership Agreements/Free Trade 
Agreements" and is the head of the Japanese delegation to the OECD Joint Working Party on Trade and 
Environment. He is also member of the Japanese Government's committees on climate change. 

Prof. A. H. Zakri is the Director of the Institute of Advanced Studies, United Nations University 
(UNU-IAS) in Yokohama, Japan. He was the Co-Chair of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Board 
(2001-05), a four-year U.N. study undertaken by 1360 experts from 95 countries to assess the state-of-
health of the world’s ecosystems. He was the Vice-President of the Academy of Sciences of the 
Developing World (TWAS); and leader of the UNU delegation to the meetings of the UN Commission on 
Sustainable Development from 2003 to the present. He led the university delegation to the 7th (2004) and 
8th (2006) meetings of the Conference of Parties of the Convention on Biological Diversity. 


